
 

 

Routedescription offices Groenewout 

 

Satnav tip: Enter the address ”Molengracht”. The office complex is 

located on this road. At the entrance to the premises you will see a sign 

displaying the name “Claudius Prinsen Kantorencomplex”. Our offices are 

located in Building B, 2nd floor.   

Approaching from the direction of Amsterdam/Utrecht 

- Take the A27 motorway towards Breda. 

- Exit at junction 15 (Breda/Bavel). 

- Turn left at the traffic lights. 

- Then take the first turning on the right (Bavel/Amphia hospital 

Molengracht). 

- After 230 meters, turn left at the second set of traffic lights (just 

past the Total filling station). 

- The entrance to the office complex is on your immediate right.  

- IMPORTANT: watch out for cyclists from both directions! 

- The car park serves the entire complex (Buildings A, B and C). 

- The Groenewout offices are on the second floor of Building B. Walk 

straight ahead to the second building on your right (beyond the 

pond). 

Approaching from the direction of Antwerp/Brussels 

- Take the A16 motorway towards Breda. 

- Exit at junction 15 (Breda/Rijsbergen). 

- Follow the road for approximately 4 km and then take the exit for 

Bavel/Amphia hospital Molengracht. Then turn left. 

- After 230 meters, turn left at the second set of traffic lights (just 

past the Total filling station). 

- The entrance to the office complex is on your immediate right.  

- IMPORTANT: watch out for cyclists from both directions! 

- The car park serves the entire complex (Buildings A, B and C). 

- The Groenewout offices are on the second floor of Building B. Walk 

straight ahead to the second building on your right (beyond the 

pond). 



 

 

Approaching from the direction of Rotterdam/The Hague 

- Take the A16 motorway towards Breda. 

- Exit at junction 15 (Breda/Rijsbergen). 

- Follow the road for approximately 4 km and then take the exit for 

Bavel/Amphia hospital. Then turn left. 

- After 230 meters, turn left at the second set of traffic lights (just 

past the Total filling station). 

- The entrance to the office complex is on your immediate right.  

- IMPORTANT: watch out for cyclists from both directions! 

- The car park serves the entire complex (Buildings A, B and C). 

- The Groenewout offices are on the second floor of Building B. Walk 

straight ahead to the second building on your right (beyond the 

pond). 

Alternative route: from the A16, exit at the junction for Breda-Noord, 

then take Backer Ruebweg, Crogtdijk, Nieuwe Kadijk until the turn-off on 

the right: Kapittelweg (the Haan filling station), follow the road towards 

Beverweg until you reach a crossroads, turn left onto Claudius 

Prinsenlaan, then take the first right onto Molengracht. Continue until 

you see the entrance to the “Claudius Prinsen Kantorencomplex”. 

 

Parking  

- Please park in the spaces for visitors (‘Bezoekers’) close to the 

entrance to Building B.  

- If all visitors’ spaces are full, you can use the Amphia hospital car 

park opposite. That car park charges € 0.50 per 16 minutes with a 

maximum daily rate of € 10. 

 

Disabled visitors 

A lift is available. The building has wheelchair access. 

 

Public transport from Breda Central Station 

You can use the following bus services from Breda Central Station: 

11-401 (Interliner) 402-325-326 

- All of these buses stop at the “Molengracht/Amphia Ziekenhuis” stop. 

The journey time from Breda Central Station is approximately 7 

minutes. The bus stop is approximately 100 meters away from the 

office complex. After getting off the bus, walk ‘back’ towards the Total 

filling station. You will see the office complex to your left.  

- Walk through the entrance into the car park of the “Claudius Prinsen 

Kantorencomplex”. 

- The Groenewout offices are on the second floor of Building B. Walk 

straight ahead to the second building on your right (beyond the 

pond). 


